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Question1: 
 How can Japan take a leadership for biodiversity research and other activities to the world? 

National Census on Natural Environment is a bottom-up, nation-wide participatory monitoring framework started in 
1973. This can be applied to other countries to involve citizenes in Biodiversity conservation. Also,  Various 
participatory/collaborative frameworks in conservation acts in Japan can be relevant frameworks for beyond the 
boundary conservation. Japan can take a leadership to implement those frameworks considering the local context in 
the relevant areas.  

 

 
Question2: 
 How can we avoid the overlap and fragmentation of conservation institutions among agencies? Why can't we avoid 
it? 

Overlap itself is not necessarily a problem if coordination/integration is properly implemented. For example, 
Taiwanese National Park system adopts the similar land ownership as Japan, but the inter-agency coordination is 
much smoother. In Japan, administrative system adopts so called "Closed System" in HR management. This can 
induce sectionalism and Silo syndrome. We should reconsider the conventional personnel evaluation system, budget 
allocation system and Japanese specific personnel shuffle every 2-3 years. 

 

 

Question3: 
 Thank you very much for your talk! Why Japan's personnels for national park management are so few? Is it only 
happening in the conservation policy field or is typical tendencies in all policy fields in Japan?  

Thank you vrey much. It is true that number of public officers per population in Japan is lowest in OECD countries. 
Thus, we can observe the lack of human resources in many policy fields in Japan, but conservation policy field is 
especially outstanding. One reason is because of the land ownership. Park authority owns only 0.4% of the National 
Park areas and they can rely relatively more on land owners, such as Forestry Agency or Prefectures for land 
management. Another reason is the default allocation. Japanese administrative system has weak elasticity. If the 
starting allocation is small, it is usually very difficult to increase the administrative resources later. Japan's National 
Park administration is consistently growing, but the initial allocation was very small compared to other countries. 
 

 


